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In this article, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the ground state energy
of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian for a Fermionic multipolaron in the so-called strong
coupling limit. We prove that it is given to leading order by the ground state
energy of the Pekar-Tomasevich functional with Fermionic statistics, which is a
much simpler model. Our main theorem is new because none of the previous results
on the strong coupling limit have taken into account the Fermionic statistics and the
spin of the electrons. A binding result for Fröhlich multipolarons is a corollary of
our main theorem combined with the binding result for multipolarons in the Pekar-
Tomasevich model by [AG14]. Our analysis strongly relies on [Wel15] which in turn
used and generalized methods developed in [LT97], [FLST11] and [GW13]. In order
to take the Fermionic statistics into account, we employ a localization method given
in [LL05].

1. Introduction

Consider a conducting electron traveling through a polar crystal such as NaF. We assume
that the ions in the crystal are not rigidly �xed. Note that we use the expression "ion" in a
more general meaning, where we not only include the case of metals but also the case of covalent
semi-conductors. As the electron moves along the crystal, it causes distortions of the crystal
lattice in a neighborhood, moving together with the electron. The ensemble consisting of the
traveling electron and the induced distortions of the lattice is called a polaron. If we instead
consider two or more electrons in a polar crystal, we analogously call the resulting ensemble of
electrons and lattice distortions a bipolaron or a multipolaron, respectively. The (quantized)
lattice distortions are described by phonons. Energetically it is more favorable if the electrons
deform the lattice in a small region, hence they tend to stay close together. Therefore, an
attractive force mediated by the lattice distortions operates between the electrons which is
counteracted by their Coulomb repulsion. As a consequence, even though electrons always
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repel each other, polarons may attract each other. This phenomenon attracted the attention
of many physicists because it was believed for a long time that this could cause the formation
of Cooper pairs, which in turn causes superconductivity.

In order to understand the question of whether polarons attract each other or not, one
needs an insight into the behavior of the ground state energies of polarons and multipolarons.
A well known and established model describing these is the so-called Fröhlich Hamiltonian
derived by Herbert Fröhlich in 1954 ([Frö54]). The Fröhlich Hamiltonian is informally given by

HpN,αq �
Ņ

j�1

pD:
A,xj

DA,xj � V pxjq �
?
αφpxjqq �Hph � UVCpx1, x2, . . . , xNq,

where N P N and α ¡ 0. In here, DA,xj :� �i∇xj � Apxjq denotes the canonical momentum
operator for a given external vector potential A. V represents an external electric potential, U
indicates the rescaled Coulomb coupling strength between electrons and

VCpx1, x2, . . . , xNq :�
¸
i j

1

|xi � xj| .

Moreover,
?
α denotes the coupling constant between an electron and the phonon �eld. The

interaction term is given by
?
α
°N
j�1 φpxjq with

φpxq :� 1?
2π

»
R3

�
apkqeikx � a:pkqe�ikx

� dk

|k|
and the energy of the phonon �eld is given by

Hph :�
»
R3

a:pkqapkqdk.

apkq denotes the annihilation operator for a phonon with momentum k and we consider a:pkq
(informally) as its adjoint, both seen as acting as quadratic forms on an appropriate dense
subspace of the physical space

HN :� EN b F . (1.1)

The physical space of the phonons is the bosonic Fock space F over L2pR3q and the physical
space EN of the electrons is

EN �
N©
j�1

L2pR3;C2q. (1.2)

The last de�nition re�ects the fact that electrons are spin-1{2 Fermions. However, we neglect
the coupling of the spin to the magnetic �eld B � ∇�A. We endow HN � L2pR3N ;C2N qbF �À2N

j�1 L2pR3N ;Fq with the following inner product:

xf ,gyHN
�

2N¸
j�1

»
R3N

xfjpxq,gjpxqyF dx.

An appropriate choice of a form domain of HpN,αq for which there exists an associated closable
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quadratic form, see Theorem 2.7, is

QN :� EN,0 b F0, (1.3)

where

F0 :� tpηnqnPN P F | @n P N : ηn P C8c pR3nq
Dn0 P N : ηn � 0 @n ¥ n0u

(1.4)

and

EN,0 :�
N©
i�1

C8c pR3;C2q. (1.5)

Note that up to now we understand HpN,αq only as an informal notation for a (self-adjoint)
Hamiltonian for which we will show its existence. So far, the notation for the Fröhlich Hamilto-
nian does not de�ne an operator�on a larger space than the null-space�because a:pf pNqx1,...,xN qη R
F for f

pNq
x1,...,xN pkq :� °N

j�1
e�ik�xj?

2π|k| unless η � 0, due to the fact that f
pNq
x1,...,xN R L2. If Φ P QN and

x � px1, . . . , xNq, then we de�ne

papf pNq� qpΦqqpxq :�
»
R3

f
pNq
x pkq

�?
nΦpnqpx,~kn�1, kq~kn�1PR3pn�1q

	
nPN

dk (1.6)

in the sense of a Bochner integral in F .
We prove the existence of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian with quadratic form methods. The proof

gives a form core with nice properties. This is important in several steps of the proof of the
main theorem. More precisely, we will prove that the quadratic form qpN,αq : Q2

N Ñ C, de�ned
in Equation (2.2) below, is indeed associated with a self-adjoint operator on HN which is called
the Fröhlich Hamiltonian. As it turns out, qpN,αq is bounded from below, and therefore so is
HpN,αq. This means that the ground state energy of the actual Fröhlich Hamiltonian exists.
An advantage of this approach is that, by Remark 2.3, Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.7

below, minimizing Ψ ÞÑ xΨ,HpN,αqΨy on DpHpN,αqq X SHN
will be equivalent to minimizing

Ψ ÞÑ qpN,αqpΨ,Ψq on QN XSHN
, where SX denotes the unit sphere in a normed space pX, || � ||q.

More precisely, the ground state energy EpN,αqpA, V, Uq ofHpN,αq satis�es for appropriate choices
of A and V 1

EpN,αqpA, V, Uq def� inf
ΦPDpHpN,αqq,

||Φ||�1

xΦ,HpN,αqΦy � inf
ΦPQN ,
||Φ||�1

qpN,αqpΦ,Φq. (1.7)

The Pekar-Tomasevich functional PpN,αqpA, V, U, �q is given for ψ P EN,0 by

PpN,αqpA, V, U, ψq def� inf
ηPF0,
||η||�1

qpN,αpψ b η, ψ b ηq. (1.8)

We then minimize with respect to ψ P EN,0 X SEN and denote the in�mum by

CpN,αqpA, V, Uq :� inf
ψPEN,0,
||ψ||�1

PpN,αqpA, V, U, ψq. (1.9)

1Unless it should remain unclear to the reader, we will neither specify inner products nor norms.
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We obviously have
EpN,αq ¤ CpN,αq. (1.10)

A now standard calculation, originally presented in [Pek54], gives an explicit expression for the
Pekar-Tomasevich functional. For convenience of the reader we outline the calculation. We
have for ||η||F � ||ψ||�N

j�1 L2pR3;C2q � 1

qpN,αpψ b η, ψ b ηq �
Ņ

j�1

xDA,xjψ,DA,xjψy �
Ņ

j�1

xψ,V pxjqψy � Uxψ,VCψy

�
»
xη,
�
a:pkqapkq �

?
α?

2π|k|
�
apkqxρψpkq � a:pkqxρψpkq	
 ηydk.

Here xρψ denotes the Fourier transform of the electron density de�ned by

ρψpxq �
Ņ

j�1

»
R3pN�1q

|ψpx1, . . . , xj�1, x, xj�1, . . . , xNq|2dx1 . . . xdxj . . . dxN , (1.12)

where |�| always denotes the Euclidean norm in the respective space. For example, |ψpx1, ..., xNq|
denotes the Euclidean norm of ψpx1, ..., xNq in C2N . By completing the square, we arrive at

qpN,αpψ b η, ψ b ηq �
Ņ

j�1

xDA,xjψ,DA,xjψy �
Ņ

j�1

xψ,V pxjqψy � Uxψ,VCψy

�
»
||
�
apkq �

?
αxρψpkq?
2π|k|



η||2dk � α

2π2

»
1

|k|2 |xρψ|2dk.

In order to minimize this expression, we choose a sequence in F0 approximating a coherent
state such that the second to last term vanishes. By applying Plancherel and the fact that the
inverse Fourier transform of 1

|k|2 satis�es

~|k|�2pxq � p2πq�3

»
1

|k|2 eikx dk � 2π2 1

|x| , (1.14)

we then obtain

PpN,αqpA, V, U, ψq �
Ņ

j�1

xDA,xjψ,DA,xjψy �
Ņ

j�1

xψ,V pxjqψy � Uxψ,VCψy

�α
»
ρψpxqρψpyq
|x� y| dpx, yq.

The goal is to show that the Pekar-Tomasevich functional, which is a simpler model than
the full Fröhlich Hamiltonian, yields the behavior of the ground state energy of the Fröhlich
Hamiltonian up to a relative error which vanishes in the strong coupling limit αÑ 8. In view
of inequality (1.10) an appropriate lower bound for the ground state energy of the Fröhlich
Hamiltonian is su�cient. Such a lower bound is provided in Theorem 1.1 below.

Assumptions. As in [Wel15] we assume the following.

(i) Ak P L2
locpR3;Rq and V P L1

loc.
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(ii) V : R3 Ñ R is in�nitesimally �∆-form-bounded, i.e., for any ε ¡ 0 there is Cε P R such
that for any φ P C8c pR3;C2q we have

|xφ,V φy| ¤ ε||∇φ||2 � Cε||φ||2. (1.16)

(iii) A,V are such that

Cpn,1qpA, V, νq � Cpm,1qpA, V, νq ¥ Cpm�n,1qpA, V, νq, @ν ¥ 0, @m,n P N. (1.17)

Note that the space of all in�nitesimally �∆-form-bounded potentials V : R3 Ñ R is a real
vector space. Now we will give an example of external �elds A and V for which assumption
(iii) is satis�ed.

Example. In addition to assumptions (i) and (ii), assume that we have a periodic electric
potential and a periodic magnetic �eld. More precisely, suppose that there exist f P H2pR3q and
w P R3{t0u such that fpx � wq � fpxq, Apx � wq � Apxq �∇fpxq and V px � wq � V pxq for
all x P R3. Then assumption (iii) is ful�lled.

Proof. It is known that Cpn,1qpA, V, νq exists for all ν ¥ 0, n P N when A, V full�ll assumptions
(i) and (ii). We reprove that at the end of Section 2 but we assume it for now and we proceed
with the proof of (1.17). The argument is also standard but we repeat it for convenience of the
reader. We choose φl P

�l
j�1 C8c pR3;C2q to be approximate minimizers of Ppl,1q with error ε{3

for l P tm;nu. De�ne for any k P N

φpkqm pxq :� φmpx1 � kw, . . . , xm � kwqeik
°m
j�1 fpxjq @x � px1, . . . , xmqT P R3m.

Note that
Ppm,1qpA, V, U, φpkqm q � Ppm,1qpA, V, U, φmq. (1.18)

We choose k so large that ρφn and ρ
φ
pkq
m

have disjoint supports. Then we have

ρ
φ
pkq
m ^φn

||φ
pkq
m ^φn||

� ρ
φ
pkq
m
� ρφn

which in turn yields

Ppm�n,1qpA, V, U, φ
pkq
m ^ φn

||φpkqm ^ φn||
q � P̃pm�n,1qpA, V, U, φpkqm b φnq. (1.19)

Here P̃pm�n,1q denotes the Pekar-Tomasevich functional extended to
Âm�n

j�1 C8c pR3;C2q. By
enlarging k P N such that

m̧

i�1

m�ņ

j�m�1

xφpkqm b φn,
U

|xi � xj|φ
pkq
m b φny ¤ ε

3

and employing Equations (1.18) and (1.19), we arrive at

Ppm�n,1qpA, V, U, φ
pkq
m ^ φn

||φpkqm ^ φn||
q ¤ Cpm,1qpA, V, Uq � Cpn,1qpA, V, Uq � ε.
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We are now ready to formulate the main result of the article.

1.1 Theorem. Suppose the assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Let Aαpxq :� αApαxq, and
Vαpxq :� α2V pαxq. Then
(i) There exists cpA, V q P R such that for any N P N, ν ¥ 2, and α ¡ 0

EpN,αqpAα, Vα, ανq ¥ α2CpN,1qpA, V, νq � cpA, V qα42{23N4.

(ii) If, in addition, Ak P L3
locpR3q and V P L

3{2
loc pR3q, we �nd for N P N and ν ¥ 2

lim
αÑ8

α�2EpN,αqpA, V, ανq � CpN,1qp0, 0, νq.

1.2 Remark. The importance of Theorem 1.1 lies in the fact that the Pekar-Tomasevich func-
tional is a much simpler model which is de�ned only on the electronic space

�N
j�1 L2pR3;C2q.

Therefore, conclusions for the simpler Pekar-Tomasevich functional can be used for conclusions
for the more fundamental Fröhlich Hamiltonian. As an example for the last claim, we have
the following application in Section 4: Combining a previous binding result in the Fermionic
Pekar-Tomasevich model, i.e., Theorem 1.1 in [AG14] with our Theorem 1.1, a binding result
for Fermionic Fröhlich polarons follows.

1.3 Remark. Note that a simple rescaling argument shows that

CpN,αqpAα, Vα, ανq � α2CpN,1qpA, V, νq.

Therefore the leading term in part (i) of Theorem 1.1 is the ground state energy of the Pekar-
Tomasevich functional with the same �elds and coupling constant as the Fröhlich Hamiltonian.

Several previous results exist for the strong coupling limit. In 1980, Adamowski, Gerlach
and Leschke sketched a proof of the convergence2 α�2Ep1,αqp0, 0q Ñ Cp1,1qp0, 0q in [AGL80]
with the help of large deviation theory of Brownian motion. In 1983, Donsker and Varadhan
provided a complete and rigorous proof. However, information on the rate of convergence
was not provided. In 1997, Lieb and Thomas found in [LT97] a simpler proof which also
gives rates of convergence. In 2013 Wellig and Griesemer ([GW13]) extended this result by
including external electric and magnetic �elds. In the same year the multipolaron case with
no external �elds was studied by the �rst author and Landon in [AL13]. They combined the
methods of Lieb and Thomas and also applied Feynman-Kac formulas, which were applied in
[FLST11] to show that bipolarons do not form a bound state above a threshold of ν. A few
months later Wellig extended in [Wel15] this result by including external �elds. Wellig followed
[LT97] as well, and he generalized a localization method of the phonons, originally devepoled
in [FLST11] for bipolarons. He further used arguments in [GW13], which were applied for the
case of a polaron. Neither in [AL13] nor in [Wel15] was the Fermionic statistics taken into
account. Ghanta ([Gha15]) recently investigated the one-dimensional polaron in the strong
coupling limit. He proved, for N � 1, A � 0 and some assumptions on V , convergence of
approximate minimizers of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian to the (unique) minimizer of the Pekar-
Tomasevich functional in a certain sense. In this work, we follow [Wel15] quite closely but we
take care of the Fermionic statistics. To this end, we employ a localization method developed
in [LL05].

2Note that when N � 1 we trivially have no Coulomb repulsion term and therefore ν is irrelevant. For that
reason the third input of Ep1,αq and Cp1,1q is omitted.
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we show that the Fröhlich Hamiltonian
may be derived as a closable quadratic form de�ned on QN . In Section 3 we prove Theorem
1.1. In Section 4 we present a corollary of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.1 in [AG14] which shows
that Fermionic Fröhlich polarons can bind.

Acknowledgments. The �rst author (IA) is grateful to Marcel Griesemer for suggesting
to work on the strong coupling limit of polarons, to Jeremy Faupin for discussions on non-
relativistic quantum electrodynamics that turned out to be inspiring for this work and to
Marcel Griesemer, Robert Seiringer, David Wellig, Benjamin Landon and Andreas Wünsch for
numerous discussions on polarons and the strong coupling limit. Both authors acknowledge
gratefully Dirk Hundertmark and Semjon Vugalter for discussions and references which helped
in completing the arguments of the proofs. We gratefully acknowledge �nancial support by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) through CRC 1173.

2. Form core of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian

2.1. Preparations

As it turns out, it is very di�cult to describe the domain of self-adjointness even for the bare
one-particle Fröhlich Hamiltonian, i.e., without external �elds. This has recently been done in
[GW15]. In order to avoid this problem and since it is su�cient for our purposes to only have
a form core for the above mentioned reasons, we will derive the Fröhlich Hamiltonian from a
closable quadratic form de�ned on QN , see Theorem 2.7 below.
The main idea behind this construction of the Hamiltonian is the duality between a positive

self-adjoint operator A and a positive closed quadratic form (both de�ned on a same Hilbert
space). For convenience of the reader we repeat some knowledge on quadratic forms.

2.1 De�nition. Let q : Q2 Ñ C be a densely de�ned and semi-bounded quadratic form on a
Hilbert space with qpφ, φq ¥ �b||φ||2 for any φ P Q and some b ¥ 0. We de�ne a scalar product
on Q by

x�,�yq :� p1� bqx�,�y � qp�, �q, (2.1)

where x�,�y denotes the inner product of the ambient Hilbert space.

(i) We call q closed i� Q endowed with x�,�yq is complete.

(ii) We call q closable i� it has a closed extension on the ambient Hilbert space. We then
denote the closure by q and the domain of the closure by Qpqq.

(iii) Let q be closed and D � Q. We say that D is a form core of q i� q
��
D
� q.

2.2 De�nition. Let q : Q2 Ñ C be a closed quadratic form and A be a self-adjoint operator
de�ned on the same Hilbert space. We say that q is associated with A i�

DpAq � Q,

xφ,Aψy � qpφ, ψq @φ P Q,ψ P DpAq.

More generally, we say that a closable quadratic form is associated with a self-adjoint operator
A i� its closure is associated with A. Conversely, we say that A is associated with a closable
quadratic form q if q is associated with A.
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2.3 Remark. Employing a simple argument given in [BS87], it follows that if a closable
quadratic form q is associated with A, then A is semi-bounded by some constant i� q is semi-
bounded by the same constant.

The following result associates certain quadratic forms with self-adjoint operators.

2.4 Proposition. Let q be a closed semi-bounded symmetric quadratic form on a Hilbert space.
Then there is a unique self-adjoint operator A associated with q. In particular, A has the same
lower bound as q.

This is a corollary to Theorem 2 in [BS87], Chapter 10. For the opposite direction of the
duality, we state Theorem 1 in [BS87], Chapter 10.

2.5 Proposition. Given a positive de�nite self-adjoint operator A there exists a unique closed
quadratic form q associated with A, and q is de�ned by

qpφ, ψq :� xA 1
2φ,A

1
2ψy @φ, ψ P Qpqq � DpA 1

2 q.

2.6 Remark. We say that a semi-bounded self-adjoint operator A has form core D i� the closed
quadratic form q associated with A has form core D.

The next theorem is the main theorem of this section.

2.7 Theorem. Under the assumptions (i), (ii) of Theorem 1.1, the quadratic form qpN,αq :
Q2
N Ñ C de�ned by

qpN,αqpΦ,Ψq :�
Ņ

j�1

xDA,xjΦ,DA,xjΨy �
Ņ

j�1

xΦ,V pxjqΨy

� xΦ,pUVC �HphqΨy � 2
?
α<xΦ,papf pNq� qΨy

(2.2)

is closable and semi-bounded from below. In particular, the closure of qpN,αq is associated with
a unique self-adjoint operator HpN,αq. Moreover, EpN,αqpA, V, Uq ¡ �8.

To prove this theorem we use the following two auxiliary lemmas.

2.8 Lemma (KLMN Theorem for quadratic forms). Let q : D2 Ñ C be a closable positive
quadratic form on a Hilbert space and β : D2 Ñ C be a symmetric quadratic form. Assume
there exist a   1 and b P R with

|βpφ, φq| ¤ aqpφ, φq � b||φ||2 (2.3)

for any φ P D. Then
γ : D2 Ñ C, pφ, ψq ÞÑ qpφ, ψq � βpφ, ψq

is closable and semi-bounded from below by �b and Qpqq � Qpγq.
The proof is analogous to the proof of the actual KLMN Theorem given in [RS75], Theorem

X.17.
Whereas the KLMN Theorem is a powerful tool to "add" quadratic forms acting on the same

space, we will use the following Lemma to add quadratic forms acting on di�erent spaces.
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2.9 Lemma. Let qj : D2
j Ñ C, j P t1; 2u, be two positive closable quadratic forms on Hilbert

spaces hj. Then the quadratic form q1 � q2 : pD1 bD2q2 Ñ C determined by

pq1 � q2qpφ1 b φ2, ψ1 b ψ2q :� q1pφ1 b φ2, ψ1 b ψ2q � q2pφ1 b φ2, ψ1 b ψ2q

is closable and positive, where we identify qj with its obvious extension to D1 bD2.

For a proof we refer to appendix A.

2.2. Structure of the proof of Theorem 2.7

We prove that there is a closable quadratic form q̃pN,αq on L2pR3N ;C2N qbF including all above
indicated interactions before we include the Fermionic statistics. Recall Aj P L2

locpR3q and let
A :� pA1, A2, A3qT . We will start by proving that

q̃
pNq
e,0 :

�
Nâ
j�1

C8c pR3;C2q
�2

Ñ C, pϕ, ψq ÞÑ
Ņ

j�1

xDA,xjϕ,DA,xjψy (2.4)

is closable and that the domain of the closure is the magnetic Sobolev space H1
ApR3N ;C2N q

which will be speci�ed below. Next we will employ the KLMN Theorem to add an in�nitesi-
mally

°N
j�1p�∆xjq-form-bounded external electric potential

°N
j�1 V pxjq, see inequality (1.16)

respectively Remark 2.12 below, and the Coulomb repulsion UVC between the electrons. Due
to Hardy's inequality

1

|x|2 ¤ �4∆ (2.5)

in three dimensions, UVC is in�nitesimally
°N
j�1p�∆xjq-form-bounded. We then obtain a clos-

able form q̃
pNq
e : pÂN

j�1 C8c pR3;C2qq2 Ñ C that includes all electronic interactions.
Next we will use that F0, de�ned in Equation (1.4), is a form-core of the phonon occupation

number operator Hph in order to de�ne a closable form q̃pN,0q :� q̃
pNq
e � qph : Q̃2

N Ñ C as in
Lemma 2.9. In here, qph is the quadratic form associated with Hph, de�ned in Equation (2.7)

below, and Q̃N is analogously de�ned to QN replacing
�N

j�1 in Equation (1.5) respectively

(1.3) by
ÂN

j�1. In general, the notation with tilde (˜) stresses the fact that we are not taking
care of the Fermionic statistics, yet. The main advantage of using the language of quadratic
forms relies on the fact that the KLMN Theorem only preserves form cores and not the domain
of essential self-adjointness. Again, this is su�cient for our purposes.
Finally, Lemma 2.15 tells us that including the electron-phonon interaction

?
α
°N
j�1 φpxjq :

Q̃2
N Ñ C still yields a closable quadratic form q̃pN,αq due to the KLMN Theorem. We are then

ready to prove Theorem 2.7 by showing that the restriction of q̃pN,αq to QN , which is equal to
qpN,αq, is still a closable quadratic form.
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2.3. Actual proof of Theorem 2.7

From now on, we will always assume that assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1 hold. For
d, k P N and aj P L2

locpRdq, 1 ¤ j ¤ k, we de�ne the space

H1
apRd;Ckq :� tΦ P L2pRd;Ckq|pp�iBj � ajp�qqΦq P L2pRd;Ckq

@1 ¤ j ¤ du.

We are especially interested in the case d � 3N , k � 2N and a � A with

Apx1, . . . , xNq :� pA1px1q, A2px1q, A3px1q, . . . , A1pxNq, A2pxNq, A3pxNqqT .

Instead of Lemma 2.9, we will use another approach to establish a closable quadratic form
inducing the multi-particle magnetic Laplacian. By this we mean the self-adjoint operator
assigned to

°N
j�1D

:
A,xj

DA,xj in the informal expression of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that it gives us an explicit description of the domain of the closure
of q̃

pNq
e,0 .

2.10 Proposition. q̃
pNq
e,0 de�ned in (2.4) is closable and positive and the domain of its closure

is H1
ApR3N ;C2N q.

Proof. First of all, we refer to Theorem 7.22 in [LL96] to obtain that C8c pR3Nq is dense
in H1

ApR3Nq. As mentioned in the de�nition 7.20 in [LL96], one can show that H1
ApR3Nq

is complete with an argument similar to the case of H1pRdq. Therefore, H1
ApR3N ;C2N q �À2N

j�1 H1
ApR3Nq is also complete. In addition, C8c pR3N ;C2N q � À2N

j�1 C8c pR3Nq is dense in

H1
ApR3N ;C2N q. Thus it remains to show that

ÂN
j�1 C8c pR3;C2q is dense in C8c pR3N ;C2N q with

respect to the topology of the ambient space H1
ApR3N ;C2N q. This follows from Lemma B.1 in

Appendix B.

Next we will add an external electrical �eld and the Coulomb interaction between the elec-
trons. For that purpose we will use Lemma 2.11.

2.11 Lemma (Diamagnetic inequality). Let a : Rd Ñ Rd such that aj P L2
locpRdq for any

j P t1, . . . , du. Let f � pf1, . . . , fkq P H1
apRd;Ckq and |f |V :� p|f1|, . . . , |fk|q. Then we have

|f |V P H1pRd;Ckq and

||p�i∇q|f |V pxq||d�k ¤ ||pp�i∇� ap�qqfqpxq||d�k for almost all x P Rd,

where || � ||d�k denotes the `2-norm on the space Cd�k of complex matrices.

For a proof see Theorem 7.21 in [LL96]. Before continuing, we recall the following notion.

2.12 Remark. Let q1, q2 : D2 Ñ C be two closable and symmetric quadratic forms on a Hilbert
space. We say that q1 is relatively q2-form-bounded with bound a ¡ 0 i� there is some C P R
such that

|q1pφ, φq| ¤ aq2pφ, φq � C||φ||2

for any φ P D. We call q1 in�nitesimally q2-form-bounded i� for any a ¡ 0 q1 is relatively
q2-form-bounded with bound a. Due to the duality between positive closed quadratic forms
and positive self-adjoint operators, we adopt this manner of speaking to positive self-adjoint
operators. Note that this is consistent with the formulation of assumption (ii).
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Recall that q̃
pNq
e,0 is de�ned in Equation (2.4).

2.13 Corollary. UVCpx1, . . . , xNq �
°N
j�1 V pxjq is in�nitesimally q̃pNqe,0 -form-bounded. In par-

ticular,

q̃pNqe :� q̃
pNq
e,0 � UVCpx1, . . . , xNq �

Ņ

j�1

V pxjq (2.6)

is closable and semi-bounded from below and the domain of its closure is H1
ApR3N ;C2N q.

Proof. De�ne

V0px1, . . . , xNq :� UVCpx1, . . . , xNq �
Ņ

j�1

V pxjq.

We already saw in the last subsection that VC is in�nitesimally
°N
j�1p�∆xjq-form-bounded,

and therefore by assumption (ii) so is V0. Let Φ PÂN
j�1 C8c pR3;C2q and ε ¡ 0. For a suitable

choice of Cε P R we �nd

|xΦ,V0Φy| � |x|Φ|V ,V0|Φ|V y|
¤ εx�i∇|Φ|V ,� i∇|Φ|V y � Cε||Φ||2
¤ ε||p�i∇�AqΦ||2 � Cε||Φ||2
� εq̃

pNq
e,0 pΦ,Φq � Cε||Φ||2,

where | � |V is de�ned as in Lemma 2.11. The second inequality follows from Lemma 2.11.

Subsequently, V0 is in�nitesimally q̃
pNq
e,0 -form-bounded and by Lemma 2.8 Corollary 2.13 follows.

So far, we have only taken into account all the electronic interactions. Next, we will add the
phononic part. One can easily show that

a
Hph is essentially self-adjoint on F0. Then Theorem

1 in Chapter 10 in [BS87] yields that F0 is a form core of Hph. We have that qph with

qphpφ, ψq :� xaHphφ,
a
Hphψy @φ, ψ P F0 (2.7)

is associated with Hph. Before continuing, recall that Q̃N is de�ned by

Q̃N :�
�

Nâ
j�1

C8c pR3;C2q
�
b F0. (2.8)

The next proposition is an easy corollary of Corollary 2.13 if we employ Lemma 2.9.

2.14 Proposition. The quadratic form q̃pN,0q : Q̃2
N Ñ C given by

q̃pN,0q :� q̃pNqe � qph (2.9)

is closable and semi-bounded from below.

The upper index pN, 0q indicates that we deal with N electrons and no coupling to the
phonons. This notation is consistent with the notation q̃pN,αq below for the case of positive
coupling α ¡ 0. We have been using q̃ for a quadratic form with form domain

ÂN
j�1 C8c pR3;C2q

respectively Q̃N , where we have not imposed anti-symmetry on the electronic part of the wave
functions.
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Finally, we will include the electron-phonon interaction

q̃pNqe,p : Q̃2
N Ñ C, pΦ,Ψq ÞÑ xΦ,apf pNqqΨy � xapf pNqqΦ,Ψy.

Recall that we de�ned f
pNq
x1,...,xN pkq :� °N

j�1
e�ik�xj?

2π|k| for k P R3. We suppress the arguments of

f pNq in the notation for q̃
pNq
e,p to avoid imprecision.3

2.15 Lemma. q̃
pNq
e,p is in�nitesimally q̃pN,0q-form-bounded

Proof. Let ε ¡ 0 be arbitrary and Λ ¡ 0 be some �xed real number and de�ne

fx,Λpkq :� f pNqx pkq � 1|�|¤Λpkq
fx,Λ,8pkq :� f pNqx pkq � fx,Λpkq

for k P R3 and x � px1, . . . , xNq P R3N . Throughout this article, 1A will denote the characteris-
tic function of a measurable set A. As mentioned above for f pNq, we will suppress the electron
positions in the notation for apfΛq and apfΛ,8q. Now let Φ P Q̃N . We have

|xΦ,apf pNqqΦy| ¤ |xΦ,apfΛqΦy| � |xΦ,apfΛ,8qΦy|. (2.10)

One readily sees
|xΦ,apfΛqΦy| ¤ ||Φ|| � ||apfΛqΦ||. (2.11)

Then we compute

|papfΛqΦqpn�1qpx, k1, . . . , kn�1q|

¤ ?
n

»
|k|¤Λ

����� Ņ
j�1

e�ik�xj
?

2π|k|

����� � |Φpnqpx, k1, . . . , kn�1, kq|dk

¤ ?
n � ||Φpnqpx, k1, . . . , kn�1, �q||2 �MΛ

� ||paHphΦqpnqpx, k1, . . . , kn�1, �q||2 �MΛ, (2.12)

where

MΛ :�
�»

|k|¤Λ

N2

2π2|k|2 dk


 1
2

is some positive number depending on Λ.
Let Γ P R such that q̃

pNq
e � Γ ¥ 0. Then also q̃pN,0q � Γ � q̃

pNq
e � Γ � qph ¥ 0 and we �nd

using Estimates (2.11) and (2.12) and Equation (2.7)

|xΦ,apfΛqΦy| ¤ ε

2
qphpΦ,Φq � M2

Λ

2ε
||Φ||2

¤ ε

2
pq̃pN,0q � ΓqpΦ,Φq � M2

Λ

2ε
||Φ||2. (2.13)

3The scalar product is taken in HN but the lower indices of f pNq only refer to the electron positions (and not
to the phonon momenta).
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Bounding the second term in Equation (2.10) is more involved. De�ne

gx,Λpkq :�
Ņ

j�1

e�ik�xjkpjq?
2π|k|3 � 1|�|¡Λpkq,

where
kpjq :� p0R3pj�1q , k1, k2, k3, 0R3pN�jqqT

and 0Rd denotes the zero vector in Rd. For the subsequent estimates we de�ne by abuse of
notation

apgΛq :� pappgΛqiqq1¤i¤3N and a:pgΛq :� pa:ppgΛqiqq1¤i¤3N .

Then an easy calculation gives

xΦ,apfΛ,8qΦy � xp�i∇�AqΦ,apgΛqΦy
� xa:pgΛqΦ,p�i∇�AqΦy, (2.14)

where the scalar product is taken in L2pR3N ;C2N�3NqbF �À2N �3N
j�1 L2pR3N ;Fq and analogously

to the above

||apgΛqΦ|| ¤ KΛ

b
qphpΦ,Φq,

||a:pgΛqΦ|| ¤ KΛ

b
qphpΦ,Φq � ||Φ||2,

where

KΛ :�
�»

|k|¡Λ

N

2π2|k|4 dk


 1
2

. (2.15)

Then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields

|xΦ,apfΛ,8qΦy| ¤ ||p�i∇�AqΦ|| � ||apgΛqΦ||
� ||a:pgΛqΦ|| � ||p�i∇�AqΦ||

¤ 2KΛ

d
q̃
pNq
e,0 pΦ,Φq

�
qphpΦ,Φq � ||Φ||2

2



. (2.16)

Let V0px1, x2, . . . , xNq :� UVCpx1, x2, . . . , xNq �
°N
j�1 V pxjq. Then Corollary 2.13 implies that

for some 0   η   1 there is Cη P R such that

V0 ¥ �ηq̃pNqe,0 � Cη,

i.e.,
q̃pNqe � q̃

pNq
e,0 � V0 ¥ p1� ηqq̃pNqe,0 � Cη.

So we have

q̃
pNq
e,0 ¤ 1

1� η
pq̃pNqe � Γq � C̃η ¤ rp1� q̃pNqe � Γq

for obvious choices of C̃η P R and r ¡ 1. The last inequality together with (2.4) and (2.16)
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imply

|xΦ,apfΛ,8qΦy| ¤ KΛpq̃pNqe,0 pΦ,Φq � qphpΦ,Φqq �KΛ||Φ||2
¤ rKΛpq̃pN,0q � ΓqpΦ,Φq �KΛpr � 1q||Φ||2.

Since KΛ Ñ 0 as Λ Ñ 8, we may �x Λ � Λ0 ¡ 0 so large that rKΛ0   ε{2. This together with
the Estimates (2.10) and (2.13) �nishes the proof.

De�ne
q̃pN,αq :� q̃pN,0q �?

αq̃pNqe,p . (2.17)

Proposition 2.14 and Lemma 2.15 together with Lemma 2.8 imply that q̃pN,αq is closable and
semi-bounded from below. Note that we have

qpN,αq � q̃pN,αq
��
Q2
N
.

The notation without tilde indicates that we �nally take care of the Fermionic statistics for
the electronic part of the wave function. We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.7.

Proof of Theorem 2.7. qpN,αq is semi-bounded from below since it is the restriction of a quadratic
form which is semi-bounded from below. One can easily verify that qpN,αq is densely de�ned
and as the restriction of a closable quadratic form, it is closable itself. It remains to show that
the domain of the closure may be embedded into HN . Note that q̃pN,αq being closable means
that the domain of its closure may be embedded into L2pR3N ;C2N q b F � HN and thus we
only have QpqpN,αqq � L2pR3N ;C2N q b F .
Let q :� q̃pN,αq and pq̄, Qpqqq be its closure. Let further

πpNq :
Nâ
j�1

L2pR3;C2q b F Ñ
N©
j�1

L2pR3;C2q b F � HN

be the canonical projection. We have that q̄
��
πpNqpQpqqq is densely de�ned and closed due to

the fact that πpNq
��
Qpqq is also an orthogonal projection with respect to x�,�yq̄4. Since QN �

πpNqQ̃N � HN , QN is dense in πpNqpQpqqq with respect to || � ||q̄ and thus

q
��
QN

� q̄
��
πpNqpQpqqq.

This means that the domain of the closure of q
��
Q̃N

may be embedded into HN .

We may �nally apply Prop. 2.4 to associate qpN,αq with the Fröhlich Hamiltonian HpN,αq.

At this point, we will brie�y argue why CpN,αqpA, V, νq even exists when Assumptions (i), (ii)
are ful�lled. This directly follows from CpN,αq ¥ EpN,αq ¡ �8 due to Theorem 2.7 and inequality
(1.10) but we may obtain the existence apart from the above discussion. It is a well-known
argument but for convenience of the reader, we will repeat it. Let ψ P�N

j�1 C8c pR3;C2q � EN,0

4N.b.: We have q̄pTσΦ, TσΨq � q̄pΦ,Ψq for any σ P SpNq, where Tσ permutes the electron coordinates with
respect to σ.
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be normalized. Recall

PpN,αqpA, V, U, ψq �
Ņ

j�1

xpDA,xjψ,DA,xjψy �
Ņ

j�1

xψ,V pxjqψy � Uxψ,VCψy

� α

»
R6

ρψpxqρψpyq
|x� y| dpx, yq.

We have that
°N
j�1 V pxjq � UVCpx1, x2, . . . , xNq is relatively form-bounded with respect to°N

j�1D
:
A,xj

DA,xj , see Corollary 2.13, so it su�ces to bound the last term in the last equation.

Using Equation (1.12) we obtain»
R6

ρψpxqρψpyq
|x� y| dpx, yq �

Ņ

j�1

»
R3pN�1q

|ψpx1, . . . , xNq|2ρψpyq
|xj � y| dpx1, . . . , xN , yq

¤ ε

4N

Ņ

j�1

»
R3pN�1q

|ψpx1, . . . , xNq|2ρψpyq
|xj � y|2 dpx1, . . . , xN , yq � N3

ε

¤ ε
Ņ

j�1

xDA,xjψ,DA,xjψy �
N3

ε
.

In the last step, we applied the Hardy inequality together with the Diamagnetic inequality, see
Lemma 2.11, and we used the fact that

³
R3 ρψpyqdy � N .

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

For the purpose of proving Theorem 1.1, we closely follow the analysis in [Wel15]. We need
in addition to take care of the Fermionic statistics. To this end we use a localization method
given by [LL05]. We recall that we always assume that assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem
1.1 hold.

3.1. Localization of a multipolaron

Let p P N, and let M1,M2, . . . ,Mp be subsets of R3. Then we de�ne

ΩpM1 �M2 � . . .�Mpq :�
¤
σPSp

Mσp1q �Mσp2q � . . .Mσppq,

where Sp denotes the pth symmetric group.

3.1 Lemma. Let R ¡ 0 and Φ P QN be normalized. Then there exist m,n1, n2, . . . , nm P N with°m
i�1 ni � N , and balls B1, B2,. . ., Bm, where Bi has radius Ri, with the following properties.

(i) distpBi, Bjq ¥ R for i � j.

(ii) Ri � 1
2
p3ni � 1qR @1 ¤ i ¤ m.

(iii) There is a normalized Φ0 P QN with

suppepΦ0q � Ωp
m¡
i�1

Bni
i q, (3.1)
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where suppe refers to the support with respect to the electronic coordinates and Bni
i :��ni

j�1Bi, such that

xΦ,HpN,αqΦy ¥ xΦ0,H
pN,αqΦ0y � 2π2N2R�2. (3.2)

Remark. In contrast to [Wel15], the growth of the error in the lower bound now is of order
N2 and not N .

Proof. As in [Wel15] we will subdivide the proof into two steps: In the �rst step, we will
construct an appropriate localized normalized function Φ0 which satis�es Estimate (3.2) and
having (electronic) support within Ωp�N

i�1BRpyiqq for some y1, y2, . . . yN P R3. In the second

step, we will inscribe
�N

i�1BRpyiq into the cartesian product
�m

i�1B
ni
i of possibly bigger balls

and use the fact that then

Ωp
N¡
i�1

BRpyiqq � Ωp
m¡
i�1

Bni
i q.

Indeed, for any k P N and any subsets A1 � Ã1, A2 � Ã2 . . . Ak � Ãk of R3 we have

ΩpA1 � A2 � . . .� Akq � ΩpÃ1 � Ã2 � . . .� Ãkq.

This argument combined with the antisymmetry of Φ0 gives (3.1) and concludes the proof.
Step 1: Let χ P L2pR3;Rq be a non-negative, normalized and C8 function with supppχq �

BRp0q. Further let Y pNq :� py1, y2, . . . , yNqT P R3N be arbitrary. We will later �x a value for
Y pNq. We employ the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [LL05]. De�ne

Gp�, Y pNqq : R3N Ñ R, XpNq � px1, x2, . . . , xNqT ÞÑ
¸
πPSN

N¹
i�1

χpxi � yπpiqq,

where again SN denotes the N th symmetry group and

P : R3N Ñ R, XpNq � px1, x2, . . . , xNqT ÞÑ
»
R3N

GpXpNq, ZpNqq2dZpNq.

As stated in [LL05], we have that for any XpNq � px1, x2, . . . , xNqT P R3N

P pXpNqq � N ! � PerpMq, (3.3)

where Mij :� MpXpNqqij :� ³R3 χpxi � yqχpxj � yqdy ¥ 0 for any 1 ¤ i, j ¤ N and PerpMq
denotes the permanent of the matrix M . M is a hermitian matrix with only positive elements.
Hence we obtain

PerpMq ¥
N¹
i�1

Mii � 1.

Together with (3.3) this yields for any XpNq P R3N

P pXpNqq ¥ N !. (3.4)

Thus we may de�ne
W pXpNq, Y pNqq :� GpXpNq, Y pNqqP pXpNqq� 1

2
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and
ΨY pNqp�q :� W p�, Y pNqqΦp�q,

where we suppress the phonon indices in the notation. Note that we have ΨY pNq P QN due to
the symmetry of W pXpNq, Y pNqq with respect to relabeling indices in XpNq � px1, . . . , xNqT and
due to the regularity of W p�, Y pNqq. We abbreviate

∆EpY pNqq :� xΨY pNq ,HpN,αqΨY pNqy �
�
xΦ,HpN,αqΦy � b

N2

R2



xΨY pNq ,ΨY pNqy

with b :� 2π2. Note that b is twice the lowest eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian on B1p0q.
We will show

³
∆EpY qdY   0 for an appropriate choice of χ. In particular, this yields the

existence of some Y
pNq

0 P R3N such that Ψ
Y
pNq
0

� 0 and

xΨ
Y
pNq
0

,HpN,αqΨ
Y
pNq
0

y ¤
�
xΦ,HpN,αqΦy � b

N2

R2



xΨ

Y
pNq
0

,Ψ
Y
pNq
0

y (3.5)

which then �nishes the proof.
First of all, we notice

³
W pXpNq, Y pNqq2dY pNq � 1 due to the choice of W and thus by Fubini's

Theorem »
xΨY pNq ,ΨY pNqydY pNq � xΦ,Φy � 1.

The multiplication with W p�, Y pNqq obviously commutes with all but the kinetic part of the
Hamiltonian. In particular, if we de�ne

qpIq :� qpN,αq � q̃
pNq
e,0

��
Q2
N
, (3.6)

see Equations (2.2) and (2.4), we �nd»
qpIqpΨY pNq ,ΨY pNqqdY pNq � qpIqpΦ,Φq. (3.7)

In order to calculate the commutator with the kinetic part q̃
pNq
e,0 � °N

j�1D
:
A,xj

DA,xj , we compute

xpDA,xjqkΨY pNq ,pDA,xjqkΨY pNqy � xrp∇xjqkW s2Φ,Φy
� <xrp�i∇xjqkW 2sΦ,pDA,xjqkΦy
� xW 2pDA,xjqkΦ,pDA,xjqkΦy.

We have that
³
W pXpNq, Y pNqq2dY pNq � 1 implies

³p∇xjqkrW p�, Y pNqqs2pXpNqqdY pNq � 0 and
so the second term of the r.h.s. of the last equation yields zero when we integrate with respect
to dY pNq. Again by Fubini's Theorem, we �nd that the last term gives xpDA,xjqkΦ,pDA,xjqkΦy
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when we integrate with respect to dY pNq. We arrive at»
q̃
pNq
e,0 pΨY pNq ,ΨY pNqqdY pNq �

Ņ

j�1

»
xDA,xjΨY pNq ,DA,xjΨY pNqydY pNq

�
Ņ

j�1

�xDA,xjΦ,DA,xjΦy � xΦ,FjpXpNqqΦy�
� q̃

pNq
e,0 pΦ,Φq �

Ņ

j�1

xΦ,FjpXpNqqΦy,

(3.8)

where FjpXpNqq is given by

FjpXpNqq �
» ��∇xj rGp�, Y pNqqP p�q�1{2spXpNqq��2 dY pNq.

As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [LL05] we argue in Appendix C that we have

FjpXpNqq ¤ N

»
|∇χpxq|2dx. (3.9)

We continue as in [LL05] and let χ P C8c approximate the lowest Dirichlet eigenfunction of �∆
in BRp0q such that

N2

»
|∇χpxq|2dx ¤ N2π2R�2 � ε,

with ε :� N2π2R�2{2. Note that π2R�2 is the lowest eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian on
BRp0q. This then gives us

FjpXpNqq ¤ 3Nπ2{p2R2q. (3.10)

Equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), and inequality (3.10) imply inequality (3.5). Thus de�ning Φ0 :�
Ψ
Y
pNq
0

{||Ψ
Y
pNq
0

|| we �nish the proof of Step 1.

Step 2: Since the second step does not involve the shape of the given Hamiltonian but only
the geometry of the support of the given function, we can apply the proof of Lemma 3.1 given
in [Wel15]. For the sake of completeness we will repeat the argument in here. We will show
that there are m ¤ N , n1,. . . , nm P N with

°
i ni � N , balls B1, B2, . . . , Bm and a permutation

σ P SN such that
�N

j�1BRpyσpjqq �
�m

i�1B
ni
i and piq and piiq in the assertion hold by running

induction on N . Due to the antisymmetry of Φ0 we may assume without loss of generality that
σ is the identity and thus Φ0 satis�es the assertion.
N � 1 is trivial. Assume the induction hypothesis holds true for N electrons. So choose

m̃ ¤ N , ñ1,. . . , ñm̃ P N with
°
i ñi � N , balls B̃1, B̃2, . . . , B̃m̃ and a permutation σ̃ P SN such

that
�N

j�1BRpyσ̃pjqq �
�m̃

i�1 B̃
ñi
i and piq and piiq hold. Consider one further ball BRpyN�1q.

Two cases can arise:
Case 1: For any 1 ¤ i ¤ m̃ we have distpB̃i, BRpyN�1qq ¥ R. Then we de�ne σ P SN�1 by

σ
��
t1;...;Nu :� σ̃ and σpN � 1q :� N � 1, m :� m̃� 1, nm :� 1, ni :� ñi, Bi :� B̃i, 1 ¤ i ¤ m� 1,

and Bm :� BRpyN�1q. Hence,
�N�1

j�1 BRpyσpjqq �
�m

i�1B
ni
i and piq and piiq hold.

Case 2: There is i1 P t1; . . . ; m̃u such that distpB̃i1 , BRpyN�1qq   R. Then there is a ball
Bp1q � B̃i1 Y BRpyN�1q with radius 1

2
p3R � 2Ri1q � 1

2
p3pñi1 � 1q � 1qR. If then for any

i2 P t1; . . . ; î1; . . . ; m̃u we have distpBp1q, B̃i2q ¥ R, we de�ne Bi1 :� Bp1q and ni1 :� ñi1 � 1,
m :� pm̃ � 1q � 1 � m̃, Bi :� B̃i and ni :� ñi for any i � i1. Otherwise, by iterating this
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procedure, we �nish step 2.

In the last proof we have seen that we may ensure for Φ0 that

Φ0 P tπpNqpΨq| suppepΨq �
m¡
i�1

Bni
i u � πpNqQ̃N � QN ,

where again πpNq :
ÂN

j�1 L2pR3;C2q b F Ñ �N
j�1 L2pR3;C2q b F � HN is the canonical pro-

jection. For the de�nition of Q̃N see Equation (2.8). Indeed, up to a constant prefactor, Φ0 is
given as

P pXpNqq�1{2 ¸
σPSN

N¹
j�1

χpxj � yσpjqqπpNqpΨqpXpNqq

� N ! � πpNq
�
P pXpNqq�1{2

N¹
j�1

χpxj � yjqΨpXpNqq
�
.

Let P plq :
Âl

j�1 L2pR3;C2q Ñ�l
j�1 L2pR3;C2q denote the canonical projection and by abuse

of notation we extend
Âm

i�1 P
pniq to the whole of

ÂN
j�1 L2pR3;C2q b F . A simple calcula-

tion yields that for the above (disjoint) balls B1, . . . , Bm and for suppepΨq �
�m

i�1B
ni
i and

||πpNqpΨq|| � 1 we have

xπpNqpΨq,HpN,αqπpNqpΨqy � qpN,αqpπpNqpΨq, πpNqpΨqq

� q̃pN,αqpÂm
i�1 P

pniqpΨq,Âm
i�1 P

pniqpΨqq
||Âm

i�1 P
pniqpΨq||2 .

For the de�nition of q̃pN,αq see Equation (2.17) combined with (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9).
As a consequence of the last equation, we have that minimizing the energy of an N -polaron
contained in m balls is equivalent to minimizing the energy of an ensemble of m multipolarons
with total electron number equal to N . This means, that in the following we may restrict our
considerations to the states in

Âm
i�1 P

pniqpQ̃Nq.
In our next step, we will bound the total many-particle ground state energy from below by

the sum of the ground state energies for less particles supported on the balls described above
and the interaction between the balls. For n P N and a Borel measurable set O � R3, de�ne

Epαq
n pOq :� inf

suppepΦq�On,
||Φ||�1

xΦ,Hpn,αqΦy.

In the physical sense, this denotes the ground state energy of an n-polaron whose electrons are
contained in O. Note that E

pαq
n pOq clearly depends on the external �elds A and V and on the

coupling strength U .
The following proposition generalizes Lemma 3 in [FLST11]. As in [Wel15], the treatment of

the bipolaron is transfered to the multipolaron case.

3.2 Proposition. Let Ψ PÂm
i�1 P

pniqpQ̃Nq be normalized with suppepΨq �
�m

i�1B
ni
i such that
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di :� minj�i distpBi, Bjq ¡ 0 for any 1 ¤ i ¤ m. Then Ψ satis�es

q̃pN,αqpΨ,Ψq ¥
m̧

i�1

Epαq
ni
pBiq � pU � 2αq

¸
i j

¸
kiPCi
ljPCj

xΨ,
1

|xki � xlj |
Ψy � 8αN

π2

m̧

i�1

ni
di
,

where Ci denotes the set of electrons supported in Bi.

Proof. As in [Wel15], we start by subdividing R3 into the "area of in�uence" of the single
multipolarons. More precisely, we de�ne

Si :� tx P R3| distpBi, xq   distpBj, xq @j � iu

and �nd Si X Sj � H for any i � j. For distpBi, Bjq ¡ 0 if j � i, we have Bi � Si as well as�m
i�1 Si � R3.
Next, we rewrite q̃pN,αq with respect to this spatial partition. In the sense of a quadratic form

on
Âm

i�1 P
pniqpQ̃Nq, we write

q̃pN,αq �
m̧

i�1

�¸
lPCi

pTl �
?
αφpxlqq �U

¸
r,sPCi

1

|xr � xs|

�
�Hph

� U
¸
i j

¸
riPCi,
sjPCj

1

|xri � xsj |
,

where Tl � D:
A,xl

DA,xl � V pxlq. Then we de�ne

âpxq :� 1

p2πq3{2
»

eikxapkqdk, â:pxq :� 1

p2πq3{2
»

e�ikxa:pkqdk

in the sense of quadratic forms acting on F . By Plancherel, we deduce

φpxq � 1

π3{2

»
âpyq � â:pyq
|x� y|2 dy, Hph �

»
â:pyqâpyqdy.

As in [Wel15], we introduce annihilation operators restricted to Si � Bi by âi :� pâ � giq1Si
with

gipy, x1, . . . , xNq :�
?
α

π3{2
¸
j�i

¸
lPCj

1

|xl � y|21Sipyq.

We introduce some further notation to apply the result given in [Wel15]. First we de�ne
operators contributing to the inter-ball exchange energy

F1px1, . . . , xNq :�
m̧

i�1

||gip�, x1, . . . , xNq||2

F2px1, . . . , xNq :� 2
?
α

π3{2

m̧

i�1

¸
lPCi

»
Si

gipy, x1, . . . , xNq
|xl � y|2 dy.

(3.11)
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Second, in the sense of a quadratic form on
�ni

j�1 C8c pR3;C2q b FpL2pSiqq, we de�ne

Ki :�
¸
lPCi

�
Tl �

?
α

π3{2

»
Si

âipyq � â:i pyq
|xl � y|2 dy

�
�
»
Si

â:i pyqâipyqdy

� U
¸
r,sPCi
r s

1

|xr � xs| .
(3.12)

This term corresponds to the energy of the electrons supported within Bi and the phonons
which are closer to this ball than to any other ball, including the electron-phonon interaction
between these. Then by the proof of Proposition 3.2 in [Wel15] we obtain

q̃pN,αqpΨ,Ψq �
m̧

i�1

xΨ,KiΨy � U
¸
i j

¸
riPCi
sjPCj

xΨ,
1

|xr � xs|Ψy � xΨ,pF1 � F2qΨy.

Recall L2pR3q �Àm
i�1 L2pSiq and thus FpL2pR3qq �Âm

i�1FpL2pSiqq. In the last equation, we
then identify the quadratic form indicated by Ki with its obvious extension to

mâ
l�1

��
nl©
j�1

L2pR3;C2q
�
b FpL2pSiqq

�
.

Using the last equation and Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4 below, the proposition follows.

3.3 Lemma. Let 1 ¤ i ¤ m andKi be de�ned as in Equation (3.12). Let ψ P p�ni
j�1 L2pBi;C2qqb

FpL2pSiqq be normalized. Then
xψ,Kiψy ¥ Epαq

ni
pBiq.

3.4 Lemma. Let Ψ PÂm
i�1 P

pniqpQ̃Nq ful�ll the assumptions in Proposition 3.2 and F1, F2 be
de�ned as in Equation (3.11). Then we have

(i) xΨ,F1Ψy ¤ N 8α
π2

°m
i�1

ni
di
||Ψ||2 and

(ii) xΨ,F2Ψy ¤ 2α
°
i j
°

riPCi
sjPCj

xΨ, 1
|xri�xsj |

Ψy.

These last two Lemmata directly follow from the proofs of Lemma 3.3 (for Lemma 3.3) and
Lemma 3.4 (for Lemma 3.4) in [Wel15]. The proof of Lemma 3.3 in [Wel15] uses the Weyl
operator

W pgiq � eâ
:pgiq�âpgiq.

It is important that gi only depends on electron coordinates that are not contained in Bi. So
W pgiq is not a�ected by permutations of electron coordinates within Bi.

3.2. Lower bound for the energy of a localized multipolaron

As in [Wel15], we will basically employ ideas from [LT97] (see also Erratum) to bound the
energies of the single multipolarons found in the last part by the Pekar-Tomasevich functional
given for ψ P�n

j�1 C8c pR3;C2q by

Ppn,αqpA, V, U, ψq � q̃pnqe pψ, ψq � αDpρψq
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(see Equation (2.6)), where n ¡ 0 is an integer and

Dpρq :�
»
R6

ρpxqρpyq
|x� y| dpx, yq

indicates the self-interaction. Recall that

ρψpxq �
ņ

j�1

»
R3pn�1q

|ψpx1, . . . , xj�1, x, xj�1, . . . , xnq|2dpx1, . . . , pxj, . . . , xnq
denotes the (electron) density. First we will use a ultra-violet cut-o� for the phonon modes
and then we will make use of the so-called block modes of which there are only �nitely many
contained in a �nite ball.
Let O � R3 be a measurable set. Then we de�ne

NO :�
»
O

a:pkqapkqdk.

For a normalized h P L2pR3q we will use the short-hand notation

aphq :�
»
hpkqapkqdk.

If suppphq � O, then a:phqaphq ¤ NO.
At �rst, let Λ ¡ 0 be some �xed positive real number. Let BΛ :� BΛp0q and as in the proof

of Lemma 2.15,

f
pnq
x,Λpkq :�

ņ

j�1

e�ikxj

?
2π|k|1BΛ

pkq, x � px1, . . . , xnq,

and β :� 1� 2αn
πΛ

. In order to abbreviate the notation henceforth, we introduce the total mag-
netic vector potential An :� pApx1q, . . . , ApxnqqT . For convenience, let Vnpxq :� °n

j�1 V pxjq
and DAn :� �i∇pnq�An, where ∇pnq denotes the derivative in R3n. Then we de�ne the cut-o�
Fröhlich Hamiltonian

H
pn,αq
Λ :� βpD:

An
DAn � UVCpxqq �Vn �

?
αpapf pnqΛ q � a:pf pnqΛ qq �NBΛ

.

Arguing as in (2.12) we can show that
?
αpapf pnqΛ q�a:pf pnqΛ qq is NBΛ

-bounded with bound zero.

From this it follows that H
pn,αq
Λ is a self-adjoint operator with the same domain as that of the

free cut-o� Hamiltonian H
pn,0q
Λ .

3.5 Lemma. Let α ¡ 0 and n P N. Then for any choice of Λ ¡ 0 we have, in the sense of
quadratic forms on Qn,

Hpn,αq ¥ H
pn,αq
Λ � 1

2
.

Proof. Let Φ P Qn. As in the proof of Lemma 2.15 we decompose

xΦ,apf pnqqΦy � xΦ,papf pnqΛ q � rDAn , apgpnqΛ qsqΦy

in the sense of (2.14). If we use (2.16) and (2.15) with N replaced by n, we arrive at

?
α|xΦ,rDAn , apgpnqΛ qsΦy| ¤ εxDAnΦ,DAnΦy � 2αn

επΛ
xΦ,NBcΛ

Φy � αn

επΛ
||Φ||2
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for any arbitrary value of ε ¡ 0. Now choose ε � 2αn
πΛ

and the result follows.

3.6 Lemma. Let P,Λ, r ¡ 0 and y P R3 be arbitrary and Φ P Qn be normalized such that
suppepΦq � Brpyqn. Then we have

xΦ,Hpn,αqΦy ¥ βCpn,β�2αqpA, β�1V, Uq � 6n2αP 2r2Λ

p1� βqπ � 1

2
�
�

2
Λ

P
� 1


3

@U ¥ 0.

Proof. Since Cpn,αq is constant with respect to shifting the �elds Ap�q Ñ Ap� � yq respectively
V p�q Ñ V p� � yq, we may assume without loss of generality that y � 0.

We start by estimating Hpn,αq from below by the cut-o� Hamiltonian H
pn,αq
Λ in the sense

of quadratic forms on Qn. Then we compare the cut-o� Hamiltonian with the Hamiltonian
obtained by replacing the (continuous) phonon modes by (discrete) �nitely many so-called
block modes. De�ne

Bpmq :� tk P BΛ| |ki �miP | ¤ P {2 @1 ¤ i ¤ 3u for any m P Z3,

Ξ :� tm P Z3|Bpmq � Hu

and for any m P Ξ choose some km P Bpmq. The block modes are de�ned as

am :� 1

Mm

»
Bpmq

1

|k|apkqdk, Mm :�
�»

Bpmq

dk

|k|2

1{2

.

We have that hm :� M�1
m | � |�11Bpmq P L2pR3q is normalized and am � aphmq. Let δ ¡ 0 be

arbitrary. Then we de�ne

H
pn,αq
block :� βpD:

An
DAn � UVCq �Vn � p1� δqNblock

�
?
α?
2π

ņ

j�1

¸
mPΞ

Mmpeikmxjam � e�ikmxja:mq,

where Nblock �
°
mPΞ a

:
mam. Since only the phononic part is of interest, we may apply the exact

same steps as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [Wel15] to arrive at the assertion.

Henceforth, the arguments in [Wel15] do not involve the statistics, so we will state the results
without proof. The next proposition follows as in [Wel15] from Lemmata 3.5 and 3.6 for suitable
choices for Λ and P .
Recall that in Theorem 1.1 we de�ned Aα and Vα as Aαpxq :� αApαxq and Vαpxq :� α2V pαxq
where A and V satisfy the assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1. We further denote by
BR,n an arbitrary ball of radius 1

2
p3n � 1qR if R ¡ 0 and n P N. Since we explicitly need the

dependence of the energy on all of the parameters n, α,A, V and U we will emphasize it in the
notation by writing E

pα,A,V,Uq
n .

3.7 Proposition. In addition to assumptions (i), (ii), let A, V satisfy assumption (iii) of
Theorem 1.1. Then there is cpA, V q such that

Epα,Aα,Vα,ανq
n pBR,nq ¥ α2Cpn,1qpA, V, νq � 3R2α80{23n5 � cpA, V qα42{23n3

for any α, ν,R ¡ 0, and n P N. Furthermore, if we even have Ak P L3
locpR3q and V P L

3{2
loc pR3q,

then cpAα�1 , Vα�1q is uniformly bounded for α large enough, e.g., for α ¥ 1.
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3.3. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.1

We are �nally ready to prove the main Theorem 1.1 analogously to the proof of Theorem 1.1
in [Wel15].

Proof of 1.1. Let Φ P QN be normalized. In order to emphasize the dependence of HpN,αq on
the parameters A, V and U , we will denote it within this proof by

HpN,α,A,V,Uq.

Lemma 3.1, Proposition 3.2 and the assumption ν ¥ 2 of Theorem 1.1 imply

xΦ,HpN,α,Aα,Vα,ανqΦy ¥
m̧

i�1

Epα,Aα,Vα,ανq
ni

pBiq � 8αN2

π2R
� 2π2N2R�2

with the above notation. If we now choose R � N�1α�19{23, we may apply Proposition 3.7 to
obtain

Epα,Aα,Vα,ανq
ni

pBiq ¥ α2Cpni,1qpA, V, νq � c̃pA, V qα42{23n3
i

�
1� n2

i

N2



for some c̃pA, V q. In here, recall that for ||ψ|| � 1 and ψαpxq :� α

3n
2 ψpαxq we have ||ψα|| � 1

and
Ppn,αqpAα, Vα, αν, ψαq � α2Ppn,1qpA, V, ν, ψq.

Thus we obtain Cpn,αqpAα, Vα, ανq � α2Cpn,1qpA, V, νq. Now we use
°m
i�1 n

3
i ¤ N3 and the

assumption (1.17) on the external �elds to conclude

xΦ,HpN,α,Aα,Vα,ανqΦy ¥ α2CpN,1qpA, V, νq � ĉpA, V qα42{23N3 � α38{232π2N4

for some ĉpA, V q. Since QN is a form core of HpN,αq due to Theorem 2.7, we �nally arrive at
the initial assertion

EpN,αqpAα, Vα, ανq ¥ α2CpN,1qpA, V, νq � cpA, V qα42{23N4

for some cpA, V q P R. Part (ii) now follows analogously to the proof of part (b) of Theorem
1.1 in [Wel15].

4. Binding of Fröhlich polarons

We now give an example of an application of Theorem 1.1. Given external �elds A and V ,
Theorem 1.1 combined with the inequality (1.10) and Remark 1.3 states that the ground state
energy of a Fröhlich N -polaron may be estimated by

CpN,αqpA, V, ανq � cpAα�1 , Vα�1qα42{23N4 ¤ EpN,αqpA, V, ανq ¤ CpN,αqpA, V, ανq

for α large. This means that the Pekar-Tomasevich functional already gives a rough estimate
on the ground state energy of the initial Fröhlich Hamiltonian. We de�ne

∆EpN,αqpA, V, ανq :� r min
1¤k¤N

pEpk,αq � EpN�k,αqq � EpN,αqspA, V, ανq.
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If we further assume that A is linear, we may apply Theorem 1.1 in [AG14]. It states that for
∆CpN,αqpA, V, ανq, which is analogously de�ned to ∆EpN,αqpA, V, ανq, we have

∆CpN,1qpA, 0, νq ¡ 0

provided 2   ν   νA,N for some νA,N ¡ 2. Note that [Lew11] proves an analogous result for
A � 0.

Corollary. Assume the vector potential A is linear (corresponding to a constant magnetic �eld)
and V � 0. Then for any N P N there is νN,A ¡ 2 such that for any 2   ν   νN,A and α ¡ 0
large enough

∆EpN,αqpAα, 0, ανq ¡ 0.

Moreover, if Ak P L3
locpR3q and V P L

3{2
loc pR3q, then there is νN ¡ 2 such that for any 2   ν   νN

and any α ¡ 0 large enough we �nd

∆EpN,αqpA, V, ανq ¡ 0.

[Wel15] obtained this result without taking the Fermionic statistics into account. This corol-
lary yields that in the strong coupling limit Fermionic Fröhlich multipolarons form a binding
state.

A. Proof of Lemma 2.9

Before we turn to the actual proof we recall the following result given in [RS72], Theorem
VIII.33:

A.1 Lemma. Let A1, A2,. . . , Ak be self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces h1, h2,. . . , hk and
let Aj be essentially self-adjoint on a domain Dj for any 1 ¤ j ¤ k. Then A1 � A2 � . . .� Ak
is essentially self-adjoint on

Âk
j�1Dj.

This Lemma and the duality between closed quadratic forms and positive self-adjoint oper-
ators are the key ingredients of the following proof.

Proof of Lemma 2.9. De�ne q̄j to be the closure of qj, j P t1; 2u. Then

pq̄1 � q̄2qq
��
D1bD2

� q1 � q2,

where q̄1 � q̄2 is analogously de�ned to q1 � q2. Next we de�ne in virtue of Proposition 2.4 Aj
to be the positive self-adjoint operator associated with q̄j, j P t1; 2u. Then by Lemma A.1

pA1 � A2,DpA1q bDpA2qq

is essentially self-adjoint. Next we note that due to the equality of the respective norms we
have DpaAjq � Qpqjq, see Proposition 2.5, and so Dj is a domain of essential self-adjointness

for
a
Aj. In addition, it follows that DpAjq is a dense subset of Qpqjq. To see this, we recall an

argument given in [BS87]. Indeed, assume there is some ψ0 P Qpqjq such that ψ0 KQpqjq DpAjq,
so in particular qjpφ, ψ0q � xφ,ψ0yhj � 0 for any φ P DpAjq. Including qjpφ, ψ0q � xAjφ,ψ0yhj ,
we �nd ψ0 Khj RpAj � 1q. Since Aj is self-adjoint and 0 R σpAj � 1q, we obtain RpAj � 1q � hj
and thus ψ0 � 0.
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In the next step we will see that it is possible to de�ne5

S :�
b
A1 � A2

on D1 bD2 by comparing it with

T :�
a
A1 �

a
A2.

Again by Lemma A.1 T is essentially self-adjoint on D1 bD2 and also on DpA1q bDpA2q.
Let φ P DpA1q bDpA2q. We �nd

||Sφ||2 � xA1 � A2φ,φy � xA1φ,φy � xA2φ,φy
¤ xA1φ,φy � 2x

a
A1φ,

a
A2φy � xA2φ,φy � ||Tφ||2

¤ 2pxA1φ,φy � xA2φ,φyq
� 2||Sφ||2,

i.e., ||Sφ|| ¤ ||Tφ|| ¤ ?
2||Sφ|| and so the operator norms are equivalent. Since for both

operators, S and T , DpA1q bDpA2q is a domain of essential self-adjointness we deduce

DpSq � DpT q.

For T is essentially self-adjoint on D1 b D2, so is S. Next we want to establish that xS �
,S�y��pD1bD2q2 coincides with q1 � q2. We derive for φ, ψ P DpA1q bDpA2q

xSφ,Sψy � pq̄1 � q̄2qpφ, ψq, (A.1)

since xSφ,Sψy � xA1φ,ψy � xA2φ,ψy and q̄j is associated with Aj. Hence we �nd that the
completion of DpA1q bDpA2q with respect to || � ||q̄1�q̄2 is equal to

DpA1q bDpA2q||�||S � DpSq.

So Equation (A.1) holds for φ, ψ P QpA1q b QpA2q � Dp
?
A1q b Dp

?
A2q � DpT q � DpSq.

In particular, Equation (A.1) then also holds on D1 bD2 � QpA1q b QpA2q for which q̄1 � q̄2

coincides with q1� q2. Since S is essentially self-adjoint on D1bD2, we then conclude that the
completion of D1 bD2 with respect to || � ||q1�q2 is equal to

D1 bD2
||�||S � DpSq.

Finally, this implies that xS � ,S�y is the closure of q1 � q2 and therefore Lemma 2.9 follows.

B. Tensor product of C8c -spaces
The goal of this Section is to show that

Nâ
j�1

C8c pR3;C2q
H1

ApR3N ;C2N q

� C8c pR3N ;C2N q. (B.1)

5By A we denote the closure of an essentially self-adjoint operator A.
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We will instead prove the following lemma. Then (B.1) follows by induction or directly with a
proof that is analogous to the proof of the lemma.

B.1 Lemma. Let aj P L2
locpRd1�d2q, 1 ¤ j ¤ k1k2. We have (up to an isomorphism)

C8c pRd1 ;Ck1q b C8c pRd2 ;Ck2qH
1
apRd1�d2 ;Ck1k2 q � C8c pRd1�d2 ;Ck1k2q.

Proof. Take f P C8c pRd1�d2 ;Ck1k2q. Without loss of generality suppose that supppfq � r�1
4
, 1

4
sd1�d2 .

Since for g P C8c pRd1 ;Ck1q b C8c pRd2 ;Ck2q we compute

||f � g||2H1
apRd1�d2 ;Ck1k2 q �

k1k2̧

j�1

||fj � gj||2H1
apRd1�d2 q,

where we write g � pg1, . . . , gk1k2qT P C8c pRd1�d2 ;Ck1k2q, it su�ces to only consider one compo-
nent of f .
So �x 1 ¤ j ¤ k1k2. Let pcnqn be a sequence satisfying»

r�1,1s
cnp1� x2qndx � 1

for any n P N and de�ne

qpdqn : Rd Ñ R, x ÞÑ
d¹
j�1

cnp1� x2
jqn.

We then introduce

Qn : C1
0pr�

1

2
,
1

2
sd1�d2q Ñ C1pr�1

2
,
1

2
sd1�d2q, g ÞÑ rpqpd1q

n b qpd2q
n q � g̃s��r� 1

2
, 1
2
sd1�d2 ,

where g̃ is the trivial extension of g to the whole of Rd1�d2 . One can easily check that pQnqn
yields an approximate identity (cf. Theorem 7.26, [Rud64]). This then means that Qnpfq Ñ f
in C1pr�1

2
, 1

2
sd1�d2q. In addition to the argument given in [Rud64], we also use

BipQnpgqq � QnpBigq for any 1 ¤ i ¤ d1 � d2

to establish convergence in the C1-norm. We even have RpQnq � Ppd1�d2q, where Ppd1�d2q

denotes the polynomials in d1 � d2 variables.
Now take χ P C8c pRq with 0 ¤ χ ¤ 1, χ

��
r� 1

3
, 1
3
s � 1, χ

��
r� 1

2
, 1
2
sc � 0 and |χ1| ¤ 7. De�ne

ηmpxq :� ±dm
i�1 χpxiq, x � px1, . . . , xdmq P Rdm , m P t1; 2u. For convenience we abbreviate

K :� r�1
2
, 1

2
sd1�d2 . Then choose n P N su�ciently large such that

||Qnpfj
��
K
q � fj

��
K
||C1pKq   ε

κ1

for a suitable choice of κ1 yet to determine. By abuse of notation we will identify Qn with its
(obvious) extension to C1

0pRd1�d2q. Next we de�ne

f
pnq
j :� pη1 b η2q �Qnpfjq.
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Since we have RpQnq � Ppd1�d2q, it follows that f pnqj P C8c pRd1q b C8c pRd2q. We �nd

||f pnqj � fj||C1pRd1�d2 q  
ε

κ2

for some κ2 depending on κ1. Finally, we arrive at

||f pnqj � fj||2H1
ApRd1�d2 q � ||pf pnqj � fjq||22 � ||p�i∇� aqpf pnqj � fjq||22

¤ ||f pnqj � fj||2C1 � 2<px�i∇pf pnqj � fjq,apf pnqj � fjqyq
� ||apf pnqj � fjq||22
¤ 2

�
1� ||a1K ||22

� ||f pnqj � fj||2C1

¤ 2 p1� ||a1K ||22q
κ2

2

ε2   ε2,

where the last inequality holds for an obvious choice of κ2, and thus of κ1. This concludes the
proof.

C. Auxiliary results for the localization of a multipolaron

Proof of Equation (3.3). Let XpNq � px1, x2, . . . , xNq P R3N . Then we have

P pXpNqq �
» � ¸

πPSN

N¹
i�1

χpxi � yπpiqq
�2

dY �
» � ¸

πPSN

N¹
i�1

χpxπpiq � yiq
�2

dY

�
¸

π,π1PSN

N¹
i�1

»
χpxπpiq � yiqχpxπ1piq � yiqdY

� N !
¸
πPSN

» N¹
i�1

χpxπpiq � yiqχpxi � yiqdY � N !
¸
πPSN

N¹
i�1

Miπpiq

� N ! � PerpMq.

Proof of inequality (3.9). We will repeat the steps given in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [LL05].
First of all, we compute

∇xj rGp�, Y pNqqP p�q�1{2spXpNqq � P pXpNqq�1{2∇xjpGp�, Y pNqqqpXpNqq

� GpXpNq, Y pNqqp∇xjP qpXpNqq
2P pXpNqq3{2 .

Employing p∇xjP qpXpNqq � 2
³
GpXpNq, Y pNqqr∇xjGp�, Y pNqqspXpNqqdY pNq together with P pXpNqq �³

GpXpNq, Y pNqq2dY pNq, we obtain

FjpXpNqq � P pXpNqq�1

»
|r∇xjGp�, Y pNqqspXpNqq|2dY pNq � |p∇xjP qpXpNqq|2

4P pXpNqq2

¤ P pXpNqq�1

»
|r∇xjGp�, Y pNqqspXpNqq|2dY pNq, (C.1)
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where we dropped the last term since we are only interested in an upper bound on Fj. Next
we rewrite G by �rst de�ning

µkpXpN,ĵq, Y pN,k̂qq :�
¸

πPS ĵ,k̂N�1

¹
l�j

χpxl � yπplqq,

where ZpN,l̂q � pz1, z2, . . . , ẑl, . . . , zNq and S ĵ,k̂N�1 denotes the set of bijections from t1; . . . ; ĵ; . . . ;Nu
into t1; . . . ; k̂; . . . ;Nu. We further set a

pjq
k pXpNq, Y pNqq :� χpxj � ykqµkpXpN,ĵq, Y pN,k̂qq and ob-

tain

GpXpNq, Y pNqq �
Ņ

k�1

χpxj � ykqµkpXpN,ĵq, Y pN,k̂qq �
Ņ

k�1

a
pjq
k pXpNq, Y pNqq.

This then yields»
|∇xjG|2dY pNq �

Ņ

k,l�1

»
∇xja

pjq
k �∇xja

pjq
l dY pNq ¤ N

Ņ

k�1

»
|∇xja

pjq
k |2dY pNq

� N
Ņ

k�1

»
|p∇χqpxj � ykq|2dyk

»
µkpXpN,ĵq, Y pN,k̂qq2dY pN,k̂q. (C.2)

As in the proof of (3.3), one can easily show

Mjj

»
µkpXpN,ĵq, Y pN,k̂qq2dY pN,k̂q � pN � 1q! �MjjM̃jj ¤ pN � 1q! � PerpMq

(3.3)� P pXpNqq{N, (C.3)

where M̃jj is set to be the cofactor of Mjj in the permanent of M . Recall MjjM̃jj ¤ PerpMq
due to Mmn ¥ 0. Since Mjj � 1 by the choice of χ, from (C.1), (C.2) and (C.3) it follows that

FjpXpNqq ¤
Ņ

k�1

»
|∇χ|2dx � N

»
|∇χ|2dx

as desired.
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